
TRAVELODGE RESORT
DARWIN

The recently refurbished 
Travelodge Resort Darwin is an 
urban oasis in the heart of 
Darwin’s CBD, offering great 
accommodation for leisure and 
business travellers looking to 
enjoy the absolute best of the 
tropical north.

Designed around lush resort-style 
pools and a waterfall, each of 
the hotel’s 168 accommodation 
rooms and 32 self-contained 
townhouses has a fresh new 
design scheme with brand new 
TFE Dreamcatcher beds by 
Sleepmaker, Samsung smart TVs 
and rainfall shower heads. 

TFE Hotels’ Cluster General 
Manager for Darwin, Sid Bhatia, 
said the refurbishment came just 
as Trip Advisor announced their 
Top 25 emerging destinations for
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2020 – with Darwin the only Australian city to make the cut. Bhatia says, Travelodge’s new-look rooms capture the 
essence of the Top End, whilst delivering a scheme that balances modernity with the relaxed tropical resort experience that 
Travelodge Darwin is renowned for. “The refurbishment gave us the opportunity to support local businesses by sourcing 
local goods and equipment, and by using local trades and labour,” Mr Bhatia said. “Importantly, we also donated 
furnishings, fixtures, whitegoods and TVs to help benefit local community groups, and recycled where possible.”  

It was important for the new-look rooms to encompass the relaxed experience of the top end for their guests whilst having 
the most current technology for the guests to enjoy within their rooms. Yardley Hospitality supplied Samsung AJ690 Series 
49” TVs providing guests with a brilliant UHD display that 
provides brilliant picture quality and easy access to guests’ 
favourite entertainment during their stay. 

Sid Bhatia says, Yardley were very knowledgeable about their 
products and provided excellent service throughout the 
selection and installation process. “The Samsung AJ690 Series
has been very well received by our guests,” Mr Bhatia said. 

With its recent facelift, Travelodge Resort Darwin is a small 
slice of paradise in the heart of Darwin city, centrally located 
close to all of Darwin’s key attractions. A great location to stay 
on your next visit to Darwin. 


